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INTRODUCTION

A fevered atmosphere of intellectual competition and camaraderie had settled over 
CCNY in 1965. Poets and musicians of extraordinary gifts seeded the south campus 
making obligatory courses irrelevant to our education. I was there for one semes-
ter. Paul Blackburn was teaching poetry, Fred Tuten and Philip Zimbardo were faculty, 
Ravi Shankar and Luciano Berio showed up and The Blues Project, Van Ronk’s band, 
Left Banke, David Bromberg, Felix Galimir’s resident quartet and my classmates, the 
remarkable Jody Stecher and Andy Statman with their clutch of stellar bluegrass instru-
mentalists, jammed on the grass and in the halls. I drew a cover for my friend Ross Feld 
who edited Promethean, the school art/lit mag that could feature in one year’s output 
the work of George Oppen, Jack Spicer, Diane di Prima, Eugenio Montale, Denise Levertov, 
and Gil Sorrentino.

Evenings at jazz clubs gradually morphed into my attending the goings-on at St. Mark’s 
Church where swarms of poets would assemble in astonishing numbers. Clerking at 
The Record Centre found me almost next door to the 8th Street Bookshop’s mezzanine, 
stocked with mimeo, type and offset publications powered by a national poetry ferment. 
It was my CCNY acquaintance, from Promethean, poet Robert David Cohen, who men-
tioned to me the name of his friend, Lewis Warsh, with whose poetry I soon familiarized 
myself. Lewis was also a Promethean alum, steeped in that cauldron of poetry hysteria—
but he had just graduated, so the chance for that introductory handshake was lost. 

We got together much later when I was working with Bill Berkson and attended Lewis’ 
frequent readings. My wife Maria, whose declining health made it so difficult for her to 
travel and converse, had a rare, delightful time when we visited Lewis and Katt near their 
Massachusetts summer digs. Lewis and I clicked. Our personalities were consonant, in-
fected by that sediment of cultural silt deposited over post-war New York. We had both 
been marooned on the tail end of that cohort of wise-guy New Yorkers whose ascen-
dancy held sway for a few years giving birth to Sid Caesar, Mel Brooks, Lenny Bruce, and 
Woody Allen. That curve-balled straight talk retained enough velocity to cede us a whiff 
of its’ be-bop hipness. 

Lewis had a paradoxically caring form of removed sarcasm, devoid of slapstick, bit-
terness or preaching, steering just shy of cynicism that was saturated, if you peeked 
under the covers, with love. There is empathy in his novels. He is never kidding. With no 
sublimated anger he was equipped, truly, with wonder. Located somewhere between 
Oscar Levant’s pith and Elaine May’s deadpan fear of the maudlin, strengthened with the 
calming steel of a reporter’s accuracy, his observations were flavored with an even-too-
young avoidance of jadedness. Wry and specific, I so admired his work. Lewis wrote like 
no other. Each sentence could be a novel. Every line, from his earliest work onward, in-
sulated and self-contained, attaches to a chain of pulsing clots. A megaphone so oddly 



low in volume that one can hardly discern that it is issuing relentless announcement.  
Instantly we wanted to work together. 

We took to each other’s responses and turned out a series of 126 remarkable collabora-
tive units. He called this sequential graphic poem, Single Occupancy. Each conversational 
pronouncement is written under an image that appears untethered, awaiting salvage, 
desperate for context. Lewis’ self-deprecating hand, is so faint that the reader/viewer is 
gasping, coerced into engaging the scrawl to extract that hint of significance, unlock-
ing these arbitrary icons, these representations that, apparently, required, no, deserved, 
a commemorating narrative. Warmly baffled, the observer juggles the possibles to as-
certain what, if any, story could weld the drawing to its floating word bubble. Each unit 
catalyzes to a freestanding broadside, the entire grouping annealed by the pressure of its 
own gravitational mass. Somehow we feel wiser, enlisted.

Lewis’ legacy of generosity as a teacher is legendary. There is a generosity in his offer-
ings that is not flip. That is the word for Lewis: generous. In Single Occupancy the reader 
gets a full serving:

105. You have to wait in line for a drink at intermission

106. If you go to the well once too often, you fall in

107. The phrase “no stone unturned” does not apply

108. I wiped my boots on the welcome mat and begged for more

109. The planes are stranded on the runway and the ice is
      melting on the wing  

110. You can park in front of a hydrant and no one will write
         you a ticket

The first book I bought of Lewis’ was Long Distance (Ferry Press, 1971), the title itself 
offering enough distance, as Paul Blackburn would say, “Pennsylvania Turnpikes” of 
distance, that one could continue to revisit the territorial expanse fabricated by the con-
joining of just those two words. The last poem in that early volume still points to how 
nourishing, joyous, it was to work with him. Rest in poetry dear, sweet, great, Lewis.



DEFINITION OF GREAT

Momentarily
        the language of description is lost
    what you see with your eyes is enough, for you, anyway
but how to get that sense of what you saw across
                            to another person
it’s possible
        through the spirit in your voice
    when you say    
            “it was great!”
to convey    
        what happened
                    in that moment
    & it was great
            not only that
       it was terrific, & interesting too
                        it was nice
& I had a good time doing it. I had fun.

You should have been there. Not only that, it was beautiful.
It was inspiring.

— Archie Rand
New York City

March 1, 2021


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































